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Welcome to 

Achieve University  
2022 

 
 

ONLY THE BEST FOR ACHIEVERS! 

Achieve University is our included, trademarked initial business building training that Achieve 

Members receive that carries a value of $10,000 but is worth way more.  It is highly 

recommended members take Achieve University when they start with us, and then re-attend 

yearly at their own discretion. 

We provide Achieve Members the most important trainings on how to grow your business and 

income. The trainings are specialized to meet the needs of professionals in the wellness and 

health arena. 

Achieve University is led by industry ICON and our CEO Robert Raymond.  His 3 decades of 

experience and coaching team is here to help you take your business to the next level.   

This 2-day 18-hour workshop can take your business to 6 or even 7 figures which is our goal.  

No matter where your business is currently posited at you will receive unique skills, leads and 

partnerships right at Achieve University.   

Achieve University is not only about teaching you.  We are about making it happen!  Let’s do it!  
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The Achieve University Schedule 

 

 

Exclusive Pre-Achieve University Support - Optional 
 

Before attending Achieve University we have a few recommendations.  First if 

you don’t have a business or marketing plan you can use our templated system 

to write it.  You will also receive 15- Business Building Emails that will guide you 

in the right direction to do great things.  Here is information! 

 

1) Write your Company Business Plan Option - The 3-VGB Training Workbooks 
 
Business Plan Development including the sales and marketing workbooks and strategy 
development system.  Please log-in to the Achieve Business Building Resource Center and 
you can start writing your business plan.  Most successful businesses have a written 
business plan to keep you on track and accountable for your business.  If you have a 
business plan you can use this system to update yours or if you are starting from scratch 
answer the questions in the 3 packets and simply transfer it into our incredible business 
plan template (This is a $5,000.00 value included for all members).    

 
Showing up to Achieve University with your business plan in hand is optional but 
recommended.  
 

2) 15 Pre-University Emails Coming your Way! 
 
You will receive several EMAILS that help you generate leads for your business and learn 
how to use Achieve Systems to your advantage.  You will also learn about the incredible 
things you will do at Achieve University, so you come prepared to do great things.  
 
You will also be friended in a Facebook group that is for your class only!   
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ACCESS GRANTED: THE ACHIEVE BUSINESS BUILDING RESOURCE CENTER 

When you start, you will receive exclusive access to log-in to our online business building 

resource center where you can print marketing plans, write your business plan, implement 

revenue streams, watch business building videos and much more.  In some of the pre-Achieve 

University emails we will direct you to look at stuff in the resource center, so you gain exposure 

and learn how to use it. 

 

ACCESS GRANTED: THE ACHIEVE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TEAM OPTION 

Achieve Systems provides our members a debt management workshop for the individual who 

starts with us in DEBT!  Managing debt is a huge part of your success.  This workshop will be 

emailed to you and can be completed in the privacy of your home.  

We also provide you a financial management team to help lead you to success that you will 

meet right at Achieve University.  They are FREE and here to help you with everything from 

debt relief to obtaining business loans or even opening a retirement account.  We are here to 

assist you in success every way we can! 

 

Need Help or have Question before Attending! 
 

Need help on your prep training program contact your Achieve University leader at 
RobertAchieveSystems@gmail.com .  We are here to assist you in your needs! 
 
 

 

 

mailto:RobertAchieveSystems@gmail.com
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Attending Achieve University 

An experience of a lifetime! 
Therapy . Fitness . Nutrition . Wellness . Beauty . Health Professionals! 

 

Attending Day 1 

Today is all about developing & implementing the industries top marketing strategies directly 

into your business so you gain the income you desire. This training day has won national honors 

and provides you the following.  

 

 

Materials provided right at Achieve University for your business growth and development!  

 

HOW TO USE ACHIEVE SYSTEMS PACKET 

Receive your “How to use Achieve Systems” folder to bring home with you so you can 

maximize your success which includes a checklist to easily organize and understand all we have 

for you.  We will review it at Achieve University and then when you get home you will have a 

checklist and a folder with all information on it on how to plug-in to daily mastermind calls, 

conferences, revenue streams, our social media groups, the business building resource center 

and much more. 

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?q=fitness+revenue+streams&hl=en&gbv=2&biw=1725&bih=654&tbm=isch&tbnid=vLPds1wgASc9BM:&imgrefurl=http://www.articlesbase.com/small-business-articles/top-10-tips-for-making-money-online-with-multiple-revenue-streams-5280008.html&docid=naa2QSbE4AjsKM&imgurl=http://www.greenhostit.com/images/make-money-multiple-revenue-streams02.jpg&w=400&h=267&ei=i3y0TvqvOYfU2AWnm_XODQ&zoom=1
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THE ACHIEVE MARKETING TOOLBOX – ($997 value) 

You will receive your MARKETING TOOLBOX that provides you over 300 pages of business 

building materials and programs INCLUDING Robert Raymonds Business Visibility Book to help 

make your business more visible.  This toolbox will be used when you have the systems in place 

that you learn at Achieve University and are ready to start a phenomenally successful marketing 

program.    

DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS FUNNEL FOLDER – ($1500.00 value) 

Every business must have a business funnel that funnels clients and partnerships for you.  You 

will receive a folder to create your business funnel right in class that sets you up to be highly 

profitable in your business.  Lack of a quality business funnel attributes for over 75% of 

businesses that fail.  We will conquer this right on the first day at Achieve University. 

Note:  We have had members implement a high ticket offer we train you on and create a 

quarter of a million dollars in business in the following year. 

 

INTERACTIVE BUSINESS BUILDING DOCUMENTS 

Creating your Action Plans- You will now receive over 200 pages of business building materials 

that we will start training on, and you will take home with you to have in your business building 

library.   

 

MARKETING PLAN ACTION FOLDER 

 

You will receive a folder that helps create your business building marketing plan and how you 

plan to profit in your business. 

 

REVENUE STREAM & ACHIEVE ROLODEX MANUAL – You now have a team ready to support you! 

You will receive a manual and training on every revenue stream we provide you with 

information to text any of the leaders at any time to receive coaching, support, or help. 

 

The list above is the checklist of materials you will receive right at Achieve University.  You will 

have all organized for you to learn from at Achieve University and then bring home with you to 

implement. 
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Achieve University Introduction Presentation by  

7-Figure Business Coach Robert Raymond 

 

What do the big earners & producers do in our industry?   

Let’s give you these tools as we get started! 

Becoming a 6 or even 7-figure producer in our industry is not as hard as you might think.  We 

will now be introducing the things million-dollar producers do in our industry to help you 

achieve the level of success you desire.  This is a strong revelation and can change many 

people’s businesses and lives for the better! 

 

Business Building Interactive- Let’s do this! 

During Achieve University, you will randomly go through 10-business building interactive 

workshops that directly lead to business & personal growth!  Be ready to have some fun 

and develop skills that all multi-million-dollar producers have in our industry! 

 

Today’s Workshops 

 

I. The who’s who game in our industry!   Collaborating with other Achieve Members 
and leaders equals referrals and success for your business with Robert Raymond! 

 

Let’s grow relationships with all achieve members and leaders who are present and lead it 

to growing collaboration partners to help grow your referrals and revenue with 1000s of 

Achievers and Non-Achievers.  Getting Referrals is much easier then hustling for business 
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every day or spending big dollars on advertising.  Let’s make it happen! 

 

I. Purpose and what do you need to succeed in your business with Robert 
Raymond Workbook? 
 

We will now look at the purpose, vision of your business, and learn how to turn it into a 

strong brand that others become strongly attracted to.  We will then define your needs to 

grow your business and then we will provide to our leadership team to assist you even 

stronger in your success- Team work makes the dream work! 

 

II. Building your 7-figure business by Robert Raymond, CEO, and Industry leader. 
 

Robert has grown a number of 7-figure businesses and leads this workshop by providing you 

with the tools to make it happen including different partnerships and the necessary 

commitment level. 

 

III.  Development of your business’s Funnel with Robert Raymond!   
 

In business we have all head of funnels.  There are dozens of kinds of funnels you can create 

for your business.  The most important being your financial funnel that channels a customer 

into paying you what you deserve and are worth.  In this workshop we will introduce your 

funnel manual to you where you will create everything you need with mentorship, support, 

and help.   

 

Let’s now progress to the next step… 

 

Business ATTRACTION Building Time Starts NOW! 

Do you have an ATTRACTION plan that displays all you have and sells what you offer at a 

high level? Once you have created a strong marketing funnel (we did it above) it is 

attraction time. We provide you the tools to create an incredible portfolio that helps 

separate you from the competition.  

We will now set you up with the exact process to create an outstanding attraction 

plan for your business 
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JB Braden, Achieve Leader 

Guest Speaker #1 – Achieve Speaker Academy President  

 

DEVELOPING YOUR BUSINESSES SIGNATURE PRESENTATION 

If you have not crafted a signature presentation for your business you are losing business.  This 

is one of the most important things you can do to support your success.  You want to present 

your business the same way over and over with a crafted message that attracts clients, power 

partnerships and anyone to you.  A signature presentation can be done one on one, in small 

groups or even in front of an audience of 2000 people or more.   We will spend the next 45 

minutes discussing how to do it and then you can craft it at home on your own or take an 

extensive workshop to craft it with JB.     

 

 

 

 

Take 90 minutes to relax and get ready for the second half of the day! 
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Achieve University Afternoon 

Vanessa Raymond, Achieve Director of Education 

Suzanne Eccher, Achieve #1 Alpha Leader 

Achieve University Guest Speakers #2 

 

HOW TO SHOW-UP AS THE BEST YOU IN OUR COMMUNITY TO DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS 

We are here to support you by Vanessa Raymond and Suzanne Eccher-  

How do I get leads from Achieve to grow my business?   

Vanessa Raymond is a national speaker, author and educator that is here to help you become 

successful in your business.  Today Vanessa will provide you a 40-minute presentation on “How 

to Show-up Strong” with us to grow your business.  We will provide you millions of dollars of 

resources, tools and, assets but it is your job to show-up and make it happen.  Vanessa will 

provide you an incredible Roadmap teaching you how to get leads from our incredible 

community to help blow up your success. 

 

You will leave this presentation with tools and a plan to use the features in achieve that are 

most important to your business.    

 

 

HOW TO GAIN POWER PARTNERSHPS IN YOUR BUSINESS THAT REFER & COLLABORATE WITH 

YOU by Robert Raymond? 

In 1998 our CEO Robert Raymond opened a mobile fitness business and quickly grew it to doing 

over 1.4 million dollars in revenue within 3 years.  He then licensed the system out nationally to 

create his first multi-million-dollar-business.  In this 2-hour workshop we will create the 

strategic places you will go to find clients, power partnerships, and referral partners.  By the 
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time, this workshop is complete you will have your exact targeted audience nailed down with 

leads in your pocket and know where to go.   

Fun Fact 
 
BTW if you have heard the term POWER PARTNER our president and your instructor at 
Achieve University was the first person to use this term and implement it in our industry. 
Pretty cool! 
 

 

THE MARKETING BIG 5 by Robert Raymond 

Let’s create your targeted audience and leave with an action plan of where to go find them! 

Part of the reason many professionals do not like selling or marketing is because they are 

simply targeting everyone and not going after their ideal market or clients.  This changes today 

and even if you are targeting the right people we will help you find them.  We will grow a list of 

the top 5 places to go to find business and power partners for everyone in the room and lead it 

to an implementation plan to make it happen. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS- You just completed Day 1 of Achieve University.  Let’s get some rest so 

you show-up as the best you for Day 2.    

 

 

Today you will receive Robert Raymonds Best Selling Business Visibility 

Book! 
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Attending Day 2 
Creating Revenue – Next Level Business Success 

Achieve Business Building Leaders Present today! 

  

Today is our Implementation and Take your Business to the Next Level Day provided by one of 

the top business coaching teams in the industry- Today you will work directly with industry 

ICON Robert Raymond and his team to implement winning revenue creating strategies and 

systems in your business. 

2 Get Started Workshops 

INTRODUCTION TO WINNING REVENUE STREAMS IN YOUR BUSINESS with Robert Raymond 

Did you know the average million-dollar business in our industry has 7-revenue streams feeding 

into it?  Did you know the average professional or business in our industry only has 2- WHAT!  

In this workshop we will learn what revenue streams are right for your business and how to 

effectively use them to attract more business to you.  We will open your eyes to the 

possibilities and give you the tools today to make it happen. 

 

THE ACHIEVE ROLODEX & REVENUE STREAM TRAINING PROGRAM with Robert Raymond 

We will provide you an incredible manual that will have the TEXT contact information of all our 

Achieve Leaders that offer you support, revenue streams and business growth opportunities.  

You will create a list of which ones you want to use, and you will TEXT them right on site to 

schedule a meeting that can be done in person, on zoom, phone or through just emailing 

information to you.   Our Achieve Rolodex system is here to provide you the ability to text 

leaders in Achieve at any time to get the support and information you need to become 

successful. 
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In this manual we will also train you on all 60 plus revenue streams we have to offer in Achieve 
Systems to help make you an expert. 
 
 

Powerful Sales Tools Training with Industry ICONS & 3 Achieve 
Leaders  
 
2- hours of Greatness just for you. Let’s grow your customers and business with 3 achieve 
leaders who are here to help you grow your sales and success in business.  
 
We now bring in 3 of the top sales and marketing experts in our industry.  Each has a special 
method that helps you grow and expand your business and sales.   
 

 
 
A 7-Step System for Heart-based Entrepreneurs with International Business Movement Coach, 
Lila Veronica,  Achieve Sales Coach & Leader 
 
 

 

MINDSET IN SALES WITH Achieve Leader, SCOTT AKSAMIT . 3 marketing and selling myths that 

are killing your business and you! 
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Successful selling secrets by International Business Coach and Achieve Leader Gary Barnes.  If 

you have not seen Gary Barnes speak he is one of the greats of our generation.  

 

 

 
You will leave this great section of Achieve University with new sales tools and a powerful 
team in place to assist you in your success on-going forever! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

It is now time to take a 90-minute Lunch Break to recharge your 

battery! 
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It is time to bring it all together! 
After Lunch we will bring everything we have learned all together and create a strong action 

plan leading to implementation and action after Achieve University.   

 

 

 

COMPLETE THE REVENUE MANUAL with Robert Raymond 

We will now complete your revenue stream manual and make sure you have 

texted all leaders who you wish to meet with.  Remember meetings can be 

scheduled a month out so you are not overwhelmed or if you are ready to go with 

some of them immediately we will make that happen.  You will leave with this 

manual to use any time.  What an incredible resource! 

 

TIP-  Don’t be overwhelmed because after Achieve University you will have a 
business building call you can attend every day and a 21-day Text Robert 
Raymond anytime system.   We will provide you the opportunity to make it 
happen with support on-going forever! 

 

MOST IMPORTANT: BUSINESS NINJA WORKSHOP & MANUAL with Robert 

Raymond 

Now that you have created your business systems, you understand where you are 

going to go to market, it is now time to organize your business with our BUSINESS 

NINJA SYSTEM.  We are going to organize your revenue systems, so you look at it 
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with confidence and you know what to do.   

 

Networking Happy Hour Networking Time with the Team 

At 515pm we leave Achieve University and our leadership team and some of our 

outstanding members are ready to socialize with you, talk and grow relationships 

leading to more business and support.  Plan to stay for at least an hour to talk to 

some of the people you texted to meet with, our class, and leadership team. 
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After Achieve University 

Creating High Level Success! 

 

 

PLUG-IN 

Achieve Systems was created because we provide the systems to give you long-

term support which is necessary to acquire success.  We recommend you go relax 

for the weekend and then hit it hard next week.  It is important to us that you just 

don’t have an incredible experience at Achieve University.  It is important to us 

that you carry it over and use your resources we provide every day.  Here is how 

you do it. 

 

 

 

 

After Achieve University- We are here for you! 
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1- You will receive 8 Post Achieve University Emails to organize everything, so 

you don’t forget or miss anything. 

 

2- You can Text Rob Raymond questions any time for 21-days.  After 21-days 

you will go to your Achieve Alpha Leader. 

 

3- Suzanne Eccher provides a Thursday morning Post Achieve University Zoom 

forum to make sure you stay on track. 

 

4- You will open your “how to use Achieve Systems” packet and set-up your 

plan to use our resources to build your business. 

 

5- Watch our Achieve Systems Exclusive Facebook Group for important 

information and leads every day.  This is especially important as you don’t 

want to miss anything including leads we post. 

 

6- Schedule the meetings you wish to do with our leaders. 

 

7- Make sure you don’t miss any of our Biz Explosion Conferences, lead 

creating events and business growth opportunities.   Get registered now! 

 

8- If you get overwhelmed simply contact your Alpha Leader for support. 

 

9- The more you participate and show-up the more you will prosper.  Grow 

100s of relationships and let’s grow your business.  

 

 

“We have attended many business-building workshops and this one way exceeds the $10,000 

value it brings.  It is the most valuable training I have had ever including 6 years of college!” 

- Joey Constantino, Maryland 


